**TA Position for Intro Level course on Economics of Globalization at Brandeis University**

Reimbursement: Stipend is $3,200 - $6,400 depending on scope of responsibilities.

**Description:** Teaching Assistant for Intro Level undergraduate lecture course in Economics of Globalization

**Required Skills and Qualifications:** The professor seeks a Ph.D. candidate or strong MA candidate in Economics or related programs who can serve as a teaching assistant for an intro-level, undergraduate course in the economics of globalization in Brandeis’ program in International and Global Studies. Course is taught at the level of Mankiw’s Micro-economics text with additional readings from Krugman’s Macroeconomics text. The teaching assistant should feel comfortable leading weekly recitations (which are optional for students with a turnout of 5-15 and are also on the Brandeis campus) on topics such as introductory trade theory and open economy macro-economics. Ideal exposition uses simple graphical analysis or basic algebra and relates to concrete examples.

**Duties and Responsibilities:** The TA should attend the twice-weekly lectures given by the professor at Brandeis (M-W, 3:30 – 4:50 pm), present a weekly recitation with practice questions, mount a review prior to the midterm and final, and grade six problem sets and a share of quizzes and exams. The range of the stipend is related to the extent of grading responsibilities and willingness to create new questions for up to two problem sets.

Please contact the professor, Lucy Goodhart, for additional information and a copy of the syllabus at lgoodhar@brandeis.edu. Professor Goodhart will select the TA from among candidates and the contract for the stipend will be finalized just before the start of the semester, which begins on August 29th.